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Melissa Cundieff
In Medias Res
I once imagined my life differently, but no one hears, so I say it again, and again,
until the words turn to ice, clear and contained
as the actress on stage who seems to have forgotten her line, seems to have just realized
the face she wants most to wear
is that of warmed brass, of west, of a door undressed, whatever comes with entering
the reckoning scene, the one in which nothing happens
except our living children streak shirtless across the lens, young as they are
but will not always be, while across the street
a neighbor watches somebody else water white flowers until the whole lawn looks jeweled,
and, fresh with exhumation, an unnegotiable grub
readies in the beak of a bird.
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Coefficient of Restitution
I talk quietly on the phone about something I don’t want to do
but have to. (As a hand passes through dark, touch meets unseeable
surfaces: heavy wall, heavy bed, island, island, clearest glass empty
on the nightstand.) I whisper something abstract now: we throw away
what we love. I cannot see any future where this could...Circumstance is instinct
and accident fallen into each other’s orbit, the revolutions of which
I and whoever is on the other side of the phone collide against.
The sight of us from very far away also impacts this equation: the train
coming back from its vanishing point bridges or obliterates our entity.
To perceive this much when refusing that which I would do anything
to adore— I try, I try, or I go blind.
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Laurinda Lind
Orogenesis
Everest grew two and a half feet
while I was doing one long thing,
like living, three more strides
to take to the summit. The Sierras
added six inches, which is one
pseudo-step, and the Tetons
took on a thousand six hundred
sixty-six thousandths of an inch,
they’re like a long low itch.
And the Appalachians are old,
going the other way. Slow so we
can’t count. But coal companies
kindly have cut the tops off five
hundred of them so we can watch
what it it’s like to be a geologic age
and see everything you have ever spent
yourself on rain down to utter ruin.
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Page Leggett
To More Things
I AM pacing back and forth in my dark, tiny apartment, twirling the little bit of hair that’s
just started to grow out from my chemo crewcut.
Pacing and twirling inside my newish home. A place that gets very little natural
light (How did I not notice that before I made an offer on it?). A place so inhospitable that
even I feel like a stranger here. My head’s throbbing. And I can’t stop pacing even though,
at 650 square feet, this place isn’t made for pacing.
My brain is going to explode. That’s not hyperbole. I can feel my pulse in my temples. I can hear my heart beating crazily inside my head.
This feels like a mental or emotional breakdown, although – since I recently
finished treatment for ass cancer – I’m not sure. I now understand how vulnerable I am
– how vulnerable we all are – and know there’s at least a chance there’s something (else!)
physically wrong with me.
During these recent impossible months – when a 61 percent increase in my health
insurance premiums led to a major downsizing (necessary in order to afford those premiums), a condo renovation, a flood the day before my would-be move-in day and cancer
treatment, I’d often said: “If one more thing goes wrong, I’ll snap.”
And then, one more thing would happen, and I’d (surprise!) still be intact. Not on
a stretcher and in an ambulance bound for the ER. Not in the fetal position – at least not
for long. Still whole. I was more resilient than I knew.
But now, maybe I had snapped. I was several steps beyond being “on the brink.”
Not entirely untethered to reality, but no longer fully in touch with it, either.
Funny for such an insignificant thing – two things, really – to be the trigger.
A bill collector from the manufacturer of my chemo pump had called that day to
tell me I owed them money. (I did not. And Atrium Health never should have given my
name and number to their vendor.) The call came at the same time a repairman was over
– reattaching the oven door that had fallen halfway off the night before. The oven that
had come with this crappy 1930s condo I’d bought under duress that was now giving me a
major case of buyer’s remorse.
An appliance repair and a misdirected phone call. Two things a normal person
would consider minor interruptions or inconveniences. But I’m not normal anymore. I am
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constantly on edge. And on this day, I may just be over the edge.
I stop pacing to sit on the toilet – a place I spend considerable time these days,
thanks to the ravages of radiation.
Radiation, I think. That which feeds me also destroys me. Isn’t that the translation,
from the Latin, of one of Angelina Jolie’s tattoos? I didn’t understand the meaning when I
read about it years ago, but I do now.
What saved my life may yet be my undoing.
My soiled underwear – I don’t have a single pair without the telltale signs of my
incontinence – around my ankles. I’m sitting. And I’m twirling my soft hair. And I’m hearing the heartbeat in my head, and I’m sobbing. And I think: Maybe I’m dying.
And if I’m not, maybe I want to.
Why couldn’t cancer have offed me?
But I don’t want to die like this. Not on the toilet, Elvis-style. Not due to a phone
call from Infusystems and an oven door that fell off the hinges.
I call my parents. (A divorced, childless woman in my 50s, I still turn to them
when I’m in trouble.) I can’t easily get my words out, but I’m able to convey that I’m in
trouble.
My dad, both Regular Joe and superhero, says he’s on his way.
I keep twirling and pacing. I try to lie down, but the sound in my head is too loud.
I have to walk the same path over and over. Bedroom through dim hallway to the living
room/office to the kitchen. Turn around in the kitchen, go back through the living room/
office and into the dim hallway and then my bedroom. Repeat. Repeatedly.
My dad knocks. I open the door, and we hug each other in the lobby of my building. Surrounded by peeling plaster. I haven’t held on to him so tightly since I was a child.
If he’s shocked to see me this way, he doesn’t let on. He calmly suggests we go to the ER.
The only way I know I still have a fragile hold on reality is because of what I hear myself
say next – between loud heartbeats, between sobs.
“No, Dad. I can’t afford it.”
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Kenneth Pobo
Saving A Dahlia
I’m ashamed of many things in my time,
but I did well in saving a dahlia.
While out mowing, I weedwacked it almost
off from the tuber, an unblooming crime.
It spoke to me in bright lavender, ah
what perfect blooms, each now a fading ghost.
I dug it up and snugged it in a deep
clay cup hoping for dark green growth to creep
out from the stark stalk. It took a few weeks
till it began to revive. A bud formed,
opened, a pleasure in muggy July.
Today is boring as a gray sky leaks
yet more rain. Yesterday it thunderstormed.
One sturdy blossom refuses to die.
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Darren C. Demaree
City Deer #26
the breath left in the mouth turns rotten whisper sing preach you owe us that much there
are very few ways to taste yourself that do not unfocus the world that do not cover the
bright things with a new useless color i have never been afraid of the man that wanders
our neighborhood with his profanity tossed up as an umbrella i know he is enough with
this world that he is afraid of the world if you’re in my yard if you’re quiet in my yard i
expect you to eat the grass i expect you to know i will not step towards you

City Deer #27
i have driven to the places where you can open your hand to hold the entire city they are
lonely places
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Mary Hannah Terzino
Suitcase Twins
THIS IS the true story of how I ended up with Crystal Bauer’s newborn twins, the babies
discovered dead in a purple suitcase on the riverbank back in 1972. But I need to start
earlier than that, with the pieces that bind the story together like the running stitches in
a quilt. That way, if people ever unravel the mystery of the suitcase twins, maybe they’ll
understand that it’s a story about love, not death.
I first met Crystal on the school bus in 1963 on the first day of first grade. We
looked a little alike, but she was always the prettier girl, with her dark curly hair, big
brown eyes, and squared-off shoulders in a dirty green cotton dress. No one else would sit
next to her in that dress.
“Hey,” I said to her. “Hey,” she said back, but quieter.
“I’m Nadine,” I said. “Crystal,” she said back.
“Scooch over,” I said, and she did.
We spent a couple of weeks sitting together on the bus and standing together on
the playground at recess without saying much. One day on the bus she motioned for me to
bend close to her. I inhaled the outdoors on her clothes then the sun-baked clay dust and
summer sweat, but also something earthy and sweet like a vegetable patch. I later came to
know that this earthiness was just the way Crystal smelled.
“Looky,” she whispered, and she opened her hands. Inside was a tiny field mouse,
trembling and sniffing at her grubby fingers. “You can pet this little dearie,” she told me,
and I ran a finger over the soft fur.
Crystal kept the mouse in her jacket pocket all day, taking it out at recess for more
petting and sweet talk. She had a gentleness with that mouse, and as we got older, I saw it
from her with all creatures small or afraid. That afternoon I suggested we put the mouse
down the back of Steven Jankovic’s shirt as revenge for the way he bullied us, but Crystal
refused, telling me to think of the mouse.
“Think of that little dearie, Nadine, how scared he’d be of all the cooties on Steven’s
back,” she said. That was the difference between us.
In the summers, Crystal and I begged rides into town and met at the library, a
cool, serene building by the river that smelled of old paper and glue. I loved to read more
than anything, and we would sit at one of the children’s tables, alternately kicking each
other or twining our feet and legs together. Sometimes Crystal looked at her own book,
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but often she asked me to read to her, and the librarian let me do it if I kept my voice soft.
Crystal’s favorites were a book of Bible stories and one with stories of Greek and Roman
mythology. Sadness and violence drenched the Old Testament tales and ancient myths,
but those tales also introduced us to people destined for greatness, heroes who rose above
their circumstances, like Moses, set adrift on the Nile River in a bulrush basket, who led
his people to the Promised Land. Or Perseus, thrown into the sea in a chest, who slayed
the Medusa. Or the twins Romulus and Remus, left on the banks of the Tiber River to be
raised by wolves, who founded Rome. It seemed like a whole lot of people destined for
greatness were dropped off at orphanages or abandoned in the wild.
Once Crystal and I got a little older, we started listening to rock n’ roll on my
mother’s kitchen radio, but we loved the oldies from the 1950s more. The jukebox at the
ice cream place in town, Arctic Dreams, hadn’t been changed for years. We would lean
with our bellies pressed against that jukebox, examining all the titles on it. If we could
scrounge 10 cents on a Saturday, we’d buy a pop bottle to share, drinking it slowly out of
our two straws as we listened to the records that the people with quarters selected. Elvis
Presley was our favorite, with his twitch and vibrato. He recorded the songs we heard on
that jukebox before he let the jumpsuits take over his music.
When my sister Francine’s bike became my hand-me-down, I picked Crystal up
and rode her home for our excursions to the library or to Arctic Dreams, Crystal sitting
on the handlebars. The fields along the way were planted right up to the road, the land
dead flat as far as you could see. In the fall we liked the corn fields best, the high, crispy
stalks lining our route on both sides. The wind rustled the stalks so they swayed and
murmured, and riding down the center of a narrow dirt road felt like a processional. In
the spring we went to the branch of the river near her house and watched it change from
trickle to flow, talking about this and that. Sometimes she’d ask me to repeat her favorite
stories, and I’d recite them as we tossed stones into the water or dabbled in the mud with
sticks, everything slow and right.
Crystal never invited me into her house, so I never met her parents, only her sister
Sylvie, four years younger than Crystal. From what I could see, their upbringing lacked a
gentle hand. Mr. Bauer was not her real father. Her mother took up with him shortly after
Crystal’s birth, and she left when Crystal was seven. I can’t recall a single conversation
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about her departure. Over time, I mined a lot of information from Crystal’s mountain of
secrets, but not anything about her mother.
The Bauer house was much smaller than ours and in worse shape. The front yard
was bald clay, littered with rusting generators and car parts, which came from Mr. Bauer’s
occupations of mechanic and drinker. It didn’t seem like he was connected with anyone in
particular except the local bartenders. Our farmhouse was no great shakes, but with ten
kids in my family slamming doors and scarring floors, Crystal just blended in. Sometimes
on Fridays Crystal rode home with me on the school bus to spend the night, helping with
chores and then sleeping with me in my twin bed in the room I shared with Francine and
my two youngest sisters.
When did I realize I loved Crystal? In a sense I always loved her, right from that
first day on the bus. When we got into middle school and lay on my twin bed in the dark
on Friday nights, the wind outside making the crooked metal window blinds clang, we
were exactly the same length. We faced each other and timed our breathing so that our
breath sounded as if it came from one person. On the intake I inhaled that vegetable patch
smell of hers and it made me want to touch her all over. I would shift a little bit to change
the places where our skin met, but I never asked her if I could do more. Love is sometimes
a burden and sometimes the only thing that lifts a burden, and both held true for me with
Crystal. I don’t know if she shared all the kinds of love I felt for her, but I know I was the
only one she turned to when she was in trouble.
One Monday in the spring of 8th grade, Crystal didn’t come to school. After a few
days, I rode Francine’s old bike over to Crystal’s house to see what was up. I had never
walked onto her porch before, but I stepped up and rang the bell. When the bell didn’t
seem to work, I knocked. After a minute or so Crystal came to the door. She seemed to be
hiding herself, and I got only a little peek at her through the screen.
“Go away, Nadine,” she said.
“What’s going on? What’s wrong with you? Are you sick?” I strung my questions
together to cover all the bases.
“No,” she told me, “I’m not coming to school anymore.”
I asked her what she planned to do instead, and she said she needed to take care of her
sister Sylvie. It didn’t make sense, because Sylvie was in 4th grade and would be in school
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herself during the day. I hollered bullpucky at Crystal. She burst into tears and slammed
the door.
I went back the next day and the next, begging Crystal to talk to me. I would
scuff my shoes on her front porch to let her know I was coming, then slap the wooden
front door until flecks of its ragged green paint sprinkled onto my shoes, but she never
answered. It broke my heart. The thing that kept me going back was the thought that it
probably shattered her heart, too, because we were so alike in needing each other.
Our standoff lasted almost three weeks. Then one evening in early June, just before school
ended for the summer, she suddenly appeared like a ghost at my bedroom window. I
tiptoed away from the sleeping household to meet her outside. We sat on the damp grass,
holding hands, happy to be reunited. She told me she missed me more than anything. I
was so overjoyed that at first I didn’t notice the dark marks on her cheek and neck, or the
way she winced when she sat down on the grass, rolling her bottom a bit as if she needed
to find a comfortable spot.
My dad beat the boys once in a while when they misbehaved, but I never witnessed
anything that came close to what Crystal described. Daddy Bauer, as she called him, had
taken his fists and feet to her twice when she tried to protect Sylvie. The first time was the
night before I went to her house and knocked on the door. I asked her if maybe she wanted to live with us in my house for a while, but she said no, she had to look after Sylvie.
At first I didn’t understand about Sylvie. Crystal seemed reluctant to tell me, but eventually it came out. You know the way a rope untangles when you twist it tight and then let
go? How fast it spins to get out of its twists? That was how Crystal told me the story, in
bursts that unraveled one after the other. Daddy Bauer having his eye on Sylvie. Coming
home drunk and taking off his pants. Putting Sylvie in his bed. Sylvie hiding in the closet
the next night when he was due home. Crystal confronting him, slapping his face. His
fists crumpling her onto the floor. I don’t remember all of the details, and I don’t choose
to. And then I asked, though I wasn’t certain I wanted to know, whether Daddy Bauer had
done anything evil to Crystal in his bed.
She sighed like a weary old person. At last she said it was better than him taking
Sylvie. She wouldn’t reveal more, but she asked me if I hated her. I told her I loved her and
that I would love her forever. She needed to hear it, but it was also true.
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Crystal wouldn’t let me hug her. She just held on to both my hands, looking at them
through the dark curls hanging in front of her bowed head. She begged me not to tell anyone, and I promised, and she said that’s good because if I did and anyone asked her, she
would deny it. Crystal felt shame and sorrow, but fear lived in her, too.
I didn’t see Crystal as often as I was used to after that. How she avoided the truant
officer, I don’t know, because the dropout age was 16, but I never heard anyone at school
mention her, teachers or students. When we could, we found ways to meet and talk like
best friends. I brought up Daddy Bauer a couple of times, but she would never discuss
him, and once she said if I mentioned him again she was going to leave. I didn’t see any
more marks on her and wondered if maybe Daddy Bauer had come to his senses.
Then one night, after I hadn’t seen Crystal for well over a month, her face ghosted again at
my bedroom window. We were 14 then and I was in my freshman year at the high school.
I crept outside to meet her, and right away she said she was in trouble and needed help. I
took one look at her and knew exactly what that trouble was. Crystal was thick around
the middle, shuffling through the yard.
I asked if it was Daddy Bauer. She nodded. She said she had been hiding it from
Daddy Bauer because she wasn’t sure how he’d take it, wearing baggy shirts, pulling the
shades in daytime, and lying on the couch under a blanket when he came home drunk
at night. How far along? I asked her. She said she wasn’t sure, but maybe four months. I
thought she was big for four months compared to my mother, but I didn’t say that.
Even at 14 I already knew a fair amount about pregnancy and childbirth. My five older
brothers and sisters were born on our long kitchen table, delivered by my father. For baby
number six my mother decided she wanted to try something different, so I was born in
the old hospital on Allen Street. Mom didn’t like the hospital. After me she went back to
the kitchen table.
I was old enough to witness three births after mine, standing at a respectful distance in the kitchen for a biology lesson from two parents with only eight years of education between them. For the last baby I begged to be at the foot of the table with my father.
Before I could do much, complications arose, and Dad took Mom to the hospital. That
baby didn’t live. I’ve been thinking recently of how the two hospital babies turned out to
be such close friends with death, that last baby a stillborn with no chance to love, and me
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loving so hard it killed.
My mom would have sniffed out Crystal’s predicament if I had asked her any questions, and Crystal made me swear I wouldn’t tell anyone. One Saturday I rode Francine’s
old bike to the library and checked out a couple of books. Crystal and I read parts of those
books together so she could learn about pregnancy and labor.
The Bauer house didn’t have a phone, so I made her promise to send Sylvie for
me when it happened. At that time we thought she had maybe two months to go. She was
huge, and she wasn’t hiding it from Daddy Bauer anymore. Sometimes he seemed proud
of it, and sometimes he hit her where the marks wouldn’t show. You could never tell with
that man, Crystal said. The worst part, according to Crystal, was that he was back to taking Sylvie once in a while.
All through this time I kept a vigil for Crystal’s baby. I had never been much for
religion, but I prayed for that baby every night. I thought about how misunderstood Mary
must have felt, being a virgin and pregnant at the same time. I thought about all the heroes through history who came from humble beginnings and rose above, including Jesus
Himself, and those who came from sadness and violence, like Romulus and Remus. And
I thought about how Crystal had nobody but me, and how much I loved being everything
to her.
Sylvie came to get me one Sunday towards the end of March. The trees hadn’t
budded yet, and a chapping wind blew against our cheeks as we rode on Francine’s handme-down bike to the Bauer house. I grabbed a square purple suitcase from our attic. It was
the suitcase my mother bought to carry her things to the hospital when she was preparing
for me to be born. A few days earlier I had packed it with clean towels and the scissors and
clamp my dad used for deliveries, which I ran through a flame on the stove. I found a pile
of old baby clothes in a box in the attic. I chose several nightgowns and a little blanket. I
took some safety pins from my mother’s sewing kit and stole clean rags for diapers. Sylvie
hung on to the suitcase as we rode to the Bauer house.
When we arrived, there was no sign of Daddy Bauer. Crystal huddled on the
couch, sweating and swearing. I got her onto the floor on top of some blankets and towels
and had Sylvie boil water we could use to clean Crystal and wash the baby. Then it came
on fast, and suddenly a baby head pushed its way out of her. It was a girl, red and scraw17

ny, tinier than any of my mother’s newborns. I cut and clamped the cord, doing all the
things my dad did for Mom. I thumped the baby’s back lightly and she meowed a watery
cry. Sylvie sponged her off and wrapped her in a towel. I told Crystal she would have to
push for the placenta. But instead, I felt another baby in there. When I finally got that even
tinier little baby out I saw that it was another girl. But she was a blue one, and though I
rubbed her and breathed into her, she was already like the last baby my mother had, with
the angels, as my mother said.
Crystal had wanted to name her baby Elvis, convinced she would have a boy. I remembered hearing from Claudine that the real Elvis had a twin brother named Jessie who
died at birth. It seemed like a sign, and we didn’t know what else to call Crystal’s twin girls,
so we named the living one Elvis and the dead one Jessie. After the births Crystal was exhausted and slept for a little, and Sylvie and I dressed and held tiny Elvis. We cleaned and
wrapped up poor dead Jessie and laid her in the purple suitcase, and I sent Sylvie to the
grocery to get a few things. Crystal and I needed to be alone.
When Crystal woke she was feverish and raspy. I moved her to the couch and tried
to give her baby Elvis to hold and feed. “No, Nadine,” she kept saying.
At first I thought she didn’t love her own baby, and I would have understood
under the circumstances. But that was the opposite of true. As I sat next to her holding
Elvis, Crystal told me that she would not have another girl in the house. That it wasn’t safe
because of Daddy Bauer. That if I loved her as much as she loved her twins, I would take
them away and give baby Elvis to someone else, someplace where she could rise above,
like Moses and Perseus and the other heroes in the stories Crystal loved. She begged and
cried, and although she seemed ill, I would be lying if I said she did not seem in her right
mind.
I asked her if my taking Jessie and Elvis would make her hurt go away. She sobbed,
saying yes, it would be everything she could ever want for herself and her little dearies. We
both knew she could not take the babies away herself. She was physically weak and afraid
of Daddy Bauer. Somehow I knew that if I did this for her I would not see Crystal again,
and the sorrow almost knocked the wind out of me, but Crystal suffered worse, hurting
for her living baby and her dead one. If I could make her pain vanish, I would do it.
Baby Elvis slept in my arms, tiny and red with a soft face like a little kitty. I stroked her
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cheek and thought about what to do with her. I was only 14, and I didn’t know who to
give a baby to who wouldn’t ask any questions. My own house was full of too many kids,
and we didn’t have an orphanage or a convent in town like in some of the books we read.
While I was puzzling over it I swaddled Elvis in the baby blanket I’d brought and put her
in the purple suitcase next to Jessie, because I thought they should be together even if
Jessie was with the angels. I closed the suitcase without clicking the top so there would be
enough air for breath, propping the little tarnished clips against the bottom edge. I carried
it like a layer cake out of Crystal’s house and steadied it on my handlebars. Slowly I walked
the bike out of her bald-clay yard.
Crystal’s bringing up Moses and Perseus must have stuck in my head, because I realized I was trance-walking the bike towards the spot where Crystal and I had often played
by the river. That time of year the river there was just a muddy ditch with a little creek in
the middle and lots of tall, dead brown grasses on the bank. I stopped and thought about
what I was doing. It was a tranquil place, but still, it didn’t seem right to leave those babies
in that spot, not knowing who might walk there, or when.
The day had warmed up a bit, but it was getting dark as I slowly followed the river
into town. The moon was rising, and I was comforted to think that no matter how battered and bruised its ancient gray skin had become, it still managed to wash the world
with its pale light. That moon guided me along the river path to where it ran alongside
the library we loved so much. Moses and Perseus and the twins Romulus and Remus were
in that library, and I thought that if I left the babies there, it was a way of tying off one of
the threads of my life with Crystal. The library was a community place, so I knew without
a doubt that people in town would find her little dearies and take them in.
I stopped Francine’s bike and set down the suitcase a little ways from the lip of the
bank where I knew it would be visible from the front of the library once the moon was
full in the sky. I took a quick look under the propped-up lid and it seemed like Elvis was
sleeping. When I rode that way early the next morning, the suitcase was gone.
The Bauers skipped town not long after that, leaving all the junk in their yard and dirty
curtains fluttering in a half-open window. When Claudine got married that May and
moved up to Harrison, I left this place with her, though it wasn’t as if there was talk down
here. We didn’t read the newspaper in my house, but I never heard a peep about the babies
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in the purple suitcase, and I never told a soul about that terrible mission, although it
haunted me. The truth was that in losing Crystal I had lost myself, and when nothing was
left of me, hurt took my shape and moved me through the world and away from this place.
I was right about not seeing Crystal again, but I always thought I’d see Elvis. Whenever I
visited the place where I grew up, I studied the little girls in town who might be the same
age as Elvis, hunting for Crystal’s beauty in their faces. I wouldn’t have said anything if I
saw a girl like that. I would just know, and that would be enough.
I swear I never knew baby Elvis had joined her sister with the angels. My sister
Francine, who lives in town, told me last week that she saw a newspaper article about the
tenth anniversary of an unsolved mystery, a suitcase found next to the library that held
two dead babies. When she told me this I left the house to wander a bit to get my mind
around the horror and sadness of it. I decided then that I owed it to Crystal to write down
the truth about those babies, and all the stitches that knit the truth together, and put it in
a safe place in case it was ever needed, either for me or for Crystal. I decided to use the
Whitman’s Sampler box in my closet that holds the river rocks I collected with Crystal.
The weight of those rocks will surely hold these papers down.
I’d say it’s almost impossible to know another person’s pain. You can press and
probe around the edges, but only rarely can you push inside and really feel it. My love for
Crystal let me push into her pain until it left her and became mine. All this time I thought
I had done right by Crystal and her twins. But my love was too much and too selfish,
wanting to keep Crystal and her secrets all for myself. To me, that’s my crime.
Someday if people ever figure out about those two babies, they will wonder what
happened to Crystal. I don’t know the answer. But I want to believe that she was able to
rise above her circumstances, like the heroes in her favorite books. I picture her on a sailboat in Greece, laughing in tune with a gentle breeze. On land she spends her time exploring all the tumbled-down temples. She is so beautiful that as she climbs among the ruins
in a flowing white dress, tourists mistake her for one of the goddesses. Sylvie is with her,
bronzed and strong, Daddy Bauer vanquished from their lives or dead from all his drinking. When Crystal walks into a tavern with a jukebox, she pushes the buttons for an Elvis
Presley song, one he recorded before he let the jumpsuits take over his music. She sings
along, remembering her friend Nadine, remembering love.
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Emma Hyche
Say Rabbit Rabbit For Luck
Bored of everything
straight to the fetid heart.
Fatigued on the journey
but what of it? what
of the matter matters here
and now, in the evening
that marks separation of seasons
from each other?
Call a creature a kindness
and it will return holy confusion.
Do creatures know luck and motive?
No—perhaps a flicker in rabbit’s
eye only. What matters the calendar’s
exhalations and the wind
making a gone of it? Saw
an image in the glass pane, all
naturally mistook it for a speaking
self. The creaturemouth opened
and dribbled. Its speech was as water—
unintelligible.
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Milksickness
called patriotic by virtue
of death ability
(some more so than others)
death pointed directional
in service of causation
and narrative thrust
grown lushly back on itself—
the point of the story
is that you don’t survive it
make a virtue of the come
down and the slow decline, the red
gesture ever full of roses
spilling viscous liquid
be thankful for what’s given
and more taken
the clumsy grammar of address
felt as a finger you you
you me and a we
lumpy as an extra tooth
crowding the mouth
This is how to die in America—
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get lost in its thought
and lack of pronoun
Lincoln died not
in the theatre but near it
I you we know the scene
(the balcony, the jump, the yell fire)
heavy heavenly he surpasses
the coil slackening and then
translucent and gonelike
Lincoln’s mother did not die
of grief but of vomit
three times removed—poison
plant, grazy cows, milk
curdling in all her stomachs
snakeroot beautiful after all
of it, white blooms nicknamed
Kentucky cotton and its frothy twin
in the fields alongside
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William Doreski
Herring Cove
Fog upholsters Herring Cove,
snuffing the sea horizon
with Leonardo’s sfumato,
obscuring distinctions you
and I used to think mattered.
Surf has rounded the beach stones
so they gloss in the fitful rain.
Slickered up for the weather,
we pose in various poses
safely distant from each other
to maintain the you and I.
A few islets drift through the mist,
then nothing but raw Atlantic.
We could walk to Iceland from here
on Campobello, where tourists
in brighter weather play golf
and spend US and Canadian
dollars with equal fervor.
We could walk if the water
were only the ghost of water,
as it seems to be at this moment.
But to punctuate the absence
of form, a seal head perks
from the gray, a black rubber nub
smirking as it confronts us.
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Lending weight to the filmy air,
the seal head nails us to a view
we had hardly thought a view
a moment ago. We shuffle
closer to each other and stare
so hard at the water that one
more seal head appears. Two
look at two. Now the sea, lacking
the imperative of surf, closes
gently over the slick black spots
to leave us staring more deeply
into nothing we hadn’t noticed
was nothing two minutes ago.
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Ana Vidosavljevic
The River
I TWINED through the valley, escaping endlessly the mountains and snow and searching
for the warm breeze and birds’ song. My whirlpools became calmer, less angry and less
hazardous. I had to leave my aquamarine dress in the mountains, one of my most beautiful garments, and put on my dark green skirt. Even though not that pretty, it was neat and
clean.
Once I reached the valley and the village of Cassino, I walked slowly. I looked
around at the small wooden houses with tall roofs that protected them from snow and
storms in winter time. Those small houses and tall roofs withheld the stoically weathered
quirks and mischiefs. And they were the pillar of Cassino’s beauty.
Children played in the field next to the church while the church bell tolled. Maybe someone had died, or it was time for Mass. Or maybe a baby was born.
I looked carefully and watched people gather in the church yard. The priest was
in the middle, encircled by the curious faces of the villagers. They swarmed and waited
for something. I wanted to know what they were waiting for. I sent one of my curlews to
go closer to the church and the group of people gathered in its yard and spy on them and
their talks. My curlew cheerfully approached the gathering point and wandered around,
but then, something strange happened.
The priest’s gestures were fretful and panicky. He talked to the people with some
strange fear in his eyes. And people looked at him puzzled, flabbergasted and full of anxiety. And that anxiety rose high, high to the clouds. Those clouds scattered over the village.
They became numerous and ominous. And they threatened to burst and destroy everything that was below them. The strange noise filled the air, building up with every new
second. It slyly filled every inch of the air and the worried faces of the villagers turned up
toward the sky. “Planes, planes, bombs…” The whisper turned into the panic. The people
started running off in all directions without a clue where to hide. There was no shelter
from the sinister dark birds that were approaching at high speed. They seemed to take
over the control of the sky and left it numb and insensible. Once these perilous birds were
right above Cassino, they threw away the heavy balls they carried in their beaks and those
balls caused a disaster. Within minutes, the serene village in the valley became a burning,
maddening mess. Fire, smoke, destroyed houses. The chaos filled my sight, and I cried. I
cried loudly and for a long time. But no one heard me. All people in Cassino were dead.
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My heart was broken, and I was trembling with sorrow. Even the sky started shredding giant tears. I realized what devastation had occurred, and I decided to go back to the
mountains. The next year I had no strength and will to go back to Cassino village again.
There was nothing and no one left there anyway. And my broken heart let me abandon the
village and the valley for a year. The drought took over and dried every corner of otherwise splendid valley. It was not pretty and green anymore. It was sad, ugly, ruined and
shriveled.
However, my guilty conscience bothered me, and I knew it was not fair to turn
my back on Cassino and its valley. They needed me. They needed my green waters, and I
knew that if I didn’t go back there, the process of its healing would take longer. I discarded
my beautiful aquamarine dress, left the mountains and, in a plain dark green skirt, descended to the valley and Cassino.
There were some people, probably cousins and friends of those who had died in
the villainous birds’ unfortunate attack. They were trying to remove the ruins and clean
the chaos that was left behind. I watched them and gave them solace in my waters. They
worked hard during the whole day, and once they got very tired, they made a break and
swam in my waters. It cheered me, and I promised myself never to disappoint Cassino and
the valley again.
Many years went by. Cassino still had scars. However, those scars seemed to be
healing slowly. The village was alive again, and those cousins and friends who had abandoned it a long time ago, before the birds’ attack, came back. They built the monuments
and statues to honor those who had died. Those memorials would always be a reminder of
the malevolence that had once happened here. And everyone would reflect on them with a
sadness in their hearts.
I still keep going back to Cassino and the valley, and I will never abandon them
again. They like me and enjoy my waters, and seeing their joy fills my heart with delight.
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Ibe Liebenberg
Birds At Night
Overhead,
under tired silhouettes,
fighting through the almost dark,
wings touching black,
the blur between stars disappears.
The sound of labor and pain
against the earth
and sky not caring.
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Together With Tears
It was a day trip for her
and her friends.
She told me about walking
a mile or so of the Trail of Tears.
Mentioned how she was moved.
They even cried.
I wondered how much she knew.
If she even understood why they stopped
each time on the path.
Not to rest because they’re tired or hungry,
but only to bury their dead.
And not one by one,
but together.
Not to stop every time someone fell.
Not to bury anyone alone,
but to bury together.
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Andrew Newby
Mooring Lines
A ship has decided to sink. At once the crew wakes and says the ship has decided
to sink and can you believe it. The others say we are in our beds at the moment. The crew
shouts don’t you see to the others. We cannot, they say, mouths in pillows, please, try not
to wake us. And the ship separates as the crew begins screaming nonsense to that mast.
The mast, whispering apologies, gently slips into the sea. That fertile hull ejects its seed of
sleeping men.
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Thomas John Nudi
Personenkult
I’ve come to learn
Frank Ocean lives
in the residence
behind my home
and Paul Thomas
Anderson’s right up
the street.
I caught Frank’s crown bob
peripherally,
pinched between
large headphones,
reading poetry, probably
with pages that curl
toward his face in my
Florida humidity.
It was three quarters
through the night
and I could almost
bet he sat on top a
stool. How stoic—
I’ve read in magazines
he’s reclusive; of course
he bought a familyhome in Bradenton.
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Then, P.T.A. is at the
end of my block, and
I see him every-sooften, if I’m awake
before 9 AM,
shirtless, fetching his own
Herald from the driveway,
weighing it against
air, questioning if
it gets lighter every day.
Dave Brubeck traded me cassettes
for lotto at Albertsons,
Cortez. Hours of jazz—
recorded off his combo.
Artists I should be listening to.
Offered a buck off a .99¢ dog,
whenever I come visit his
stand. What a talent
and a deal—and in Manatee County,
who knew? An honest lunch.
Albertsons is Publix
now, but I’ve been to
Whole Foods in
Sarasota twice and
one time I saw Matthew
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Barney shopping
for apples, carefully
turning each one slowly,
like a globe, in front
of his eyes. Perhaps for—or, wait:
that was art too.
I shop at Wal*Mart
more than any where
else because it’s
open 24 hours and
I call myself an artist, so I keep
odd hours—
and I think I’d see Frank
there once,
but he wouldn’t be caught dead
at Wal*Mart ever.
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D. A. Hosek
Kiddush
Blessed are You, L-rd, our G-d, King of the universe,
IT IS NO LONGER WINTER, but it is not yet spring. The trees stand naked. The undergrowth, where it still exists, is little more than sharp twigs and brown grass. In another
time, it would be as if the world were poised in anticipation of rebirth. Now, it seems
nature is clinging to those months of barren cold, unwilling to consider any other way of
being. The waters and dry land intermingle. Even without rain, there is no respite from the
ubiquitous mud.
They live in huts buried to the roof in muddy ground to disguise the lager from
planes overhead. Just rows of geometrically aligned peaked roofs protruding from the
ground, steps cut into the earth to the low doors. They sleep on wooden shelves against
the walls with just a few wisps of straw to serve as a mattress over the hard wood.
The sun will still lie hidden below the horizon when they are summoned to the
courtyard for the morning roll call, an elaborate torture of counting, re-counting, arbitrary
punishment. Sometimes, the roll call comes just hours after they have fallen into sleep.
who creates the fruit of the vine.
They think of food always. They think of food when they lie at night trying to
sleep. They think of food when they stand in the courtyard for roll call. They think of food
when they march to the aircraft factories carved into underground chambers. They think
of food when they work in the factories. They think of food when they are marched back
to the lager.
When they eat, they eat greedily, crouched in the dirt like animals, for that is what
they are now. No one shows compassion; no feeling remains, only their raw desire for
survival.
Ilana Altman hates that this is what her life has become. She has memories of
feasts with her family, a family she has not seen in years, a family she can only hope is still
alive. She does not know why she still lives. She is not certain that she wants to be alive but
if she must live, she will not live like the Muselmänner who haunt the lager like ghosts.
She has seen too many of her fellow inmates lose that last vestige of humanity that keeps
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them from simply stealing the food from the hands of others, not caring if they manage to
keep a scrap of bread or if they only end up spilling someone else’s soup and get beaten for
their presumption.
Blessed are You, L-rd, our G-d, King of the universe, who has chosen us from among all
people, and raised us above all tongues, and made us holy through his commandments.
“Was los?” Ilana is brought back to the moment by the voice of one of the female
guards. Aufseherin Herta Koch is a blonde woman, tall and slender in her uniform with
the jacket and culottes, permed hair like a badly fit wig topped with a crisp uniform cap. A
German shepherd strains at her side eager to be unleashed.
“Why are you outside?” Aufseherin Koch demands.
Ilana begins to tell her that the bucket the women share as a night-time latrine was
full but she has failed to begin her statement with the required, “Frau Aufseherin.” Aufseherin Koch’s truncheon lands on Ilana’s shoulder, bringing her to her knees.
“Du bestuzler Aal, you know that you are not to leave the huts for any reason at
night. The penalty for this can be death.”
The guard’s foot lands a sharp blow to Ilana’s stomach and she feels the scrap of
bread that had been her whole lunch begin to rise from her gut. She crumples forward,
arresting her fall with her hands. The bucket of waste spills on the ground before her. The
stench makes her vomit. She steals a glance upwards and sees the savage eyes of the German shepherd with the black pupils of a wolf.
Is this to be how she dies? An absurd thought crosses Ilana’s mind. If Aufseherin
Koch kills her now, the other women in the huts would have to go the rest of the night
without any sort of latrine at all. It seems a strange concern when she may soon be dead.
Her corpse would lie on the ground until morning when a detail would be mustered at roll
call to load the body onto the back of a truck to be taken to the crematory.
Ilana’s death does not come. “Go inside, Drecksau,” Aufseherin Koch says and kicks
Ilana again. Ilana struggles to her feet and takes the empty bucket back to the hut. She has
been spared, but she is certain that some greater humiliation is yet to come.
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And You, G-d, our G-d, have given us in love festivals for happiness, feasts and festive
seasons for rejoicing the day of this feast of Matzot and this Festival of holy convocation, the
Season of our Freedom, a holy convocation, commemorating the departure from Egypt.
They are not all Muselmänner. There are others, like Ilana, who cling to life, such as
it is. Some of them have come together to celebrate the Passover, despite the dangers. Any
celebration of Jewish ritual could be met with harsh punishment. The other women in the
hut keep their distance. Some watch from their places on the sleeping shelves. Some close
their eyes in real or feigned sleep. Some look ready to stop this dangerous activity before it
will cause them all to be punished.
They are five gathered for their ersatz Seder. A scavenged candle wedged into one
of the roof support beams provides the only light. Each has balanced on her head an ersatz
kerchief cut from the rags of the blankets that fail to warm them at night. To Ilana’s left is
Ingrid Kahan, a once-fat hausfrau whose former body type is now only evidenced by the
folds of skin that hang stubbornly from her frame. She rarely speaks and it’s with some
surprise to the others that she asked to be part of the Seder.
Next to her is Luba Kenigsberg, a girl in her teens who has never lost the expression of terror that she bore when she first came to the lager at the age of fourteen. Ilana
still sometimes hears her crying at night in the bunk she shares with Ingrid, another girl.
Ilana feels she should comfort the girl, but fears that if she did, Luba’s tears would become
her own.
Across from Ilana stands Marja Makula, a young woman a year older than Ilana’s
nineteen. The two of them have taken turns being strength for the other. What will happen when both Marja and Ilana are weak? Or if something should happen to Marja? Ilana
does not wish to know.
Finally, at Ilana’s right is Ester Sztucki. Ester was the one who decided that they
should have the Seder, who felt certain that this night of the full moon was in fact the
night of Passover, although how she knew, no one could guess, just as no one could guess
how she managed to have a few crumpled pages of a Haggadah and was able to elicit from
the others some memories of prayers from the vast majority of the pages that they lacked.
Ester is a mystery. Ilana would be hard-pressed to guess her age. She has a youthful face,
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but what remains of her hair after the Germans shaved her head appears almost completely gray with only a few wiry black follicles among the stubble.
The five of them lack the necessary ingredients for a proper Seder, and not just
those elements they obviously cannot expect to find, like the lamb shank and the Passover
dish. Unleavened bread is not a possibility. They have heard rumors of groups of prisoners
in other lagers somehow managing to make matzoth for Passover with clandestinely obtained flour. Just more nonsense come through the IPA, the Jewish “Press Agency” that is
the confluence of all the rumors that come and go in the lager from hidden stream of fact
and confabulation. “Is it true or is it IPA?” is the question often asked when one of these
rumors surfaces.
Ester begins the Seder with the words of the Kiddush. “Baruch atah, Adonai
Eloheinu—”
Ilana’s grandfather was always the one to intone the Kiddush at the Seder or at any
other occasion that began with this blessing of the wine. He sat at the head of the table
with Ilana’s father at his right hand. They all lived in the big house on the edge of Lodz together. Father and son might not agree about how a Jewish man should dress and present
himself to the world, but they still observed the commandments: the older Herr Altman
would be given the respect and deference that was due him as the family patriarch at the
dinner table.
Passover was always the highlight of the year for Ilana’s grandfather. At the family
Seder, there could be no doubt that he was the center of everyone’s attention. Other times
of year, he might be inclined to mutter that he could have been—should have been, really—a rabbi, but when the family sat at the table with the special Seder dish with its egg
and lamb shank and other Passover foods central to the meal, he was as good as a rabbi
in everyone’s eyes, his own especially. Even his wayward son with his goyische ways had to
look upon his father with special respect on that night.
After the Germans invaded Poland, it was a short time before they were evicted
from their home and sent to live in the cramped quarters of the ghetto. When they celebrated their first Passover, things were still not too bad: the ghetto had not been sealed and
Ilana’s father still went to work at the mill, although he had been forced to sell his share of
the mill to his German partners for a fraction of its value. They managed to get by in their
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cramped basement apartment. The great pall over the occasion was the absence of Ilana’s
grandfather, who had been taken by the Nazis a couple of months prior.
During the Seder, Ilana’s father began to make a grim joke about his son leading
the Seder the following year after the Nazis took him away, but stopped mid-sentence as
he realized that none of them were in the mood for such dark humor.
There is no need for dark humor now. Their whole existence is dark humor. Ester
passes her metal cup with brackish water around as a poor substitute for the first cup of
wine of the Seder, the cup of blessing. “Who knows,” she says, “maybe some of the muck
has died and fermented. It could be a sort of wine after all.”
Ilana’s grandfather was never a big wine drinker. He only drank wine for the holy
days. But on those occasions, he insisted they buy quality wine. “If I’m going to drink
wine, I’m going to drink good wine. This is for what I don’t drink wine so much the rest of
the year.”
“That, plus you don’t really like it,” Ilana’s father said.
“Just that awful swill you insist on buying. Oy, if I were a rich man, we could drink
this all year, but I’m not, so this is when we drink it only.”
That first Seder in the ghetto, the wine they drank was the awful swill, as Ilana’s
grandfather would have referred to it. There were few shops within the walls of the ghetto,
and those that sold wine did so at a dear price, beyond what they could afford to pay after
Ilana’s father was no longer a partner in the textile mill. So, they had to make do with what
wine they had brought from their home. In the years that followed, they had no wine at
all.
Ilana takes a sip of water and does her best to imagine that it’s the fine Kosher wine
her grandfather would have bought.
Ester doesn’t remember what exactly comes next in the Seder. None of them are
sure. The loss pains them. They do their best to improvise.
Her family never improvised. Their Haggadah, a beautiful leather-bound volume
that had belonged to the family since the early 1800s, provided the Hebrew text of all the
prayers and songs of the ceremony. It was a beautiful book with color wood-cut illustrations of the foods and different parts of the ceremony. Only her grandfather’s interpolations were not written down, yet, they managed to be, as near as Ilana could tell, the same
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each year. At their first Seder in the ghetto, with her father taking her grandfather’s place,
her father uncharacteristically stumbled over his words as he spoke, not just when he tried
to offer his own commentary, but also when he read the Hebrew text. It was as if he could
see the future and knew that the family would be torn apart by the Nazis before the next
Passover came.
She doesn’t know for certain, but from rumors she has heard, Ilana suspects that
her father, her mother and her grandfather are almost certainly all dead, either worked to
death just as Ilana is slowly being killed, or, executed outright. The horrible tales from the
newer arrivals who come in cattle cars from the East of what happens in the lagers in the
General Government are difficult to believe, but too often retailed, too close to her own
reality, to be dismissed as dark fantasies. She tries to hope, but hope is hard to find. Still,
she isn’t ready to pray the Kaddish over them yet.
“I think the first thing we do after the blessing is wash our hands,” Ester says. A
bitter laugh escapes her lips.
For You have chosen us and sanctified us from all the nations, and You have given us as a
heritage Your holy Festivals in happiness and joy.
That Seder in the ghetto was a somber affair. When they came to the songs of
praise at the end of the Seder, nobody cared to sing. They rendered the most somber version of Dayenu ever sung, the tempo slowing as the song progressed until they all stopped
singing halfway through the five stanzas of miracles. It would have been enough, the song
said. It would have been enough for the whole family to be together, why didn’t G-d grant
them that small wish? They didn’t even attempt any of the other traditional songs.
Ilana wonders if they will sing tonight at this Seder, or if that will be one of the
parts of the Seder that they elide like they did with the washing of the hands.
Ester passes a page torn from a Haggadah to Ilana and indicates that she should
read from it. “I don’t remember if we’re in the right part of the Seder for this, but it seems
like it fits.”
The touch of the page feels electric. There’s no denying her role in the Seder with
the page of the Haggadah in her hands. Ilana stumbles through the Hebrew text as she
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reads an excerpt from the story of the Jews’ exodus from Egypt. She remembers how her
grandfather would always connect the exodus with his own family’s journey to Lodz from
Munich. What would he have thought of Ilana’s return to Bavaria as a slave of the Germans, an exodus in reverse?
Blessed are You G-d, who sanctifies Israel and the festive seasons.
The door to the hut flies open. Framed in the doorway is Frau Aufseherin Koch.
“Having a little party here, are we?” she asks, her German all menace and bite, the rough
consonants tearing at the air like the teeth of the German shepherd at her side. Luba looks
at the others in distress. She has not, despite years in the lagers, acquired anything beyond the most rudimentary German. All she knows is that the presence of the Aufseherin
means trouble.
Herta Koch strolls into the hut, her steps mannish and crude. Even the women
who had been sleeping look up to see what will happen, afraid to move lest they draw
the attention of Aufseherin Koch and face someone else’s punishment. It’s much better to
remain quiet and still, a mute witness to what is to come. Ingrid takes a cautious step back,
making herself less a part of the circle of women who had been praying together.
The Aufseherin snatches the paper from Ilana’s hand. “What’s this? Degenerate
Jewish scribbling, I see.”
Ilana glares at Aufseherin Koch. She has already died once this night. She feels she
has no fear left in her. She opens her mouth to speak and is interrupted. “It’s mine,” Ester
says.
Herta slaps Ester without warning. The side of her face flashes a dull red. “How do
you address me?” she demands.
“It’s mine, Frau Aufseherin.” Ester’s voice is almost a whisper.
“And what are you doing with this degenerate trash?” Herta crumples the page and
mashes it into the dirt floor with the heel of her boot.
No one answers. Ilana’s courage has fled from her. She fears death more than she
thought.
“I asked a question.” Herta pulls out her truncheon and lands a blow on the side of
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Ester’s head, a dreadful crack sounds as the truncheon makes contact. Ester collapses to
her knees. A purple bruise forms where she was hit. Luba begins to cry.
“What’s wrong with you?” Herta demands, turning towards Luba.
“Ich nicht kann verstehe—Frau Aufseherin,” Luba sobs. Herta slaps her and the
tears flow more copiously.
“She doesn’t understand German, Frau Aufseherin,” Marja says in German. “She’s
just scared.”
“Ah, but you clearly do speak German. So, tell me, what are you doing here? Is this
some sort of degenerate Jewish ritual?”
“We were just—” Marja pauses. They all look at her, knowing the next words could
be deadly.
“Just what? I know what you Schlampen were doing.” Herta takes a step closer to
Marja. The dog at her side bares its teeth. To engage in religious ritual is a violation which
is punishable by death. The fact that the Aufseherinen are not authorized to execute the
sentence is not something that would stop Herta Koch. They know this from cold experience.
Herta stands close enough to Marja that Marja can feel her hot breath on her face.
Marja steels herself for the blow of Herta’s truncheon.
The men who came to take away Ilana’s grandfather were almost apologetic in
their demeanor. “Herr Altman muß mit uns kommen,” they had said.
Ilana’s father began putting on his coat and one of the Germans pushed him back
with a stick. “Nein, nein, der andere Herr Altman.” The members of Ilana’s family looked
at each other in confusion. Why would they want Ilana’s grandfather? The news of the old
people being taken to the train depot and sent away had not yet reached them in their
tiny basement apartment. At that point, only the families directly affected knew anything
because of the presence of uniformed Germans in their homes come to collect their greyhaired parents and grandparents.
The removal of their father was a different story. While the men who came for Ilana’s grandfather were willing to wait patiently for the elder Herr Altman to pack a suitcase
with everything he would need for a trip of indefinite duration, their father was taken by a
group of men armed with rifles standing over them in the attic servants’ quarters. “Schnell!
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Schnell!” they yelled. Their commander stood with military precision near the entrance,
his left wrist raised to his face as he watched the time he had allotted Herr Altman to pack
rush into oblivion.
They said that he was needed to work at a textile operation elsewhere in Poland. It
might even have been true. The whole family had been conscripted to work at the newly
reopened mill within the ghetto, turning out cloth for army uniforms while their own
clothes grew ragged. After Herr Altman was gone, the commander informed the rest of
the family that they must move to a smaller apartment elsewhere in the ghetto now that
the father was gone.
They took only what they could carry, one large suitcase in each hand, six suitcases in all. Their new home was a single room, a sitting room with an alcove kitchen barely
worthy of the name. The lavatory was a dingy room at the far end of the hallway. There
was no furniture. They would sleep on the floor that first night, hoping to be able to somehow obtain at least beds, if not chairs.
Jakub complained about the conditions to one of the SS men who had brought
them to their new home. “We can’t live like this.”
“You don’t have to live,” the SS man replied. With the butt of his rifle he struck
Jakub on the side of the head, knocking him to the floor. He made it clear to Ilana and
her mother that they were not to approach Jakub’s body even as a pool of blood formed
around his head. After what seemed like an eternity, the SS man unleashed a wicked smile
and closed the door on them as he left. They rushed to Jakub’s side, relieved that he was
breathing, but terrified by his unconsciousness.
If they hadn’t feared the uniformed Germans before, they did now. They had
learned that a German in a uniform was capable of anything. Even after Jakub seemingly
returned to normal, the lesson of the SS man stayed with them.
Herta Koch continues to stare into Marja’s eyes, then turns suddenly on her heels
and orders her dog to attack Ester. Ester falls backwards from the shock of the attack,
holding her arms out to keep the dog from biting her face and neck. The dog stands on her
chest and makes repeated attempts to bite past Ester’s hands. Herta laughs. The dog lunges
at Ester’s neck, breaking past her weak defense. It rips open her flesh and her blood spills
onto the mud floor. Her body spasms and her eyes grow still, staring into nothing with
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dull intensity.
Blessed are You, G-d, our G-d, King of the universe who has granted us life, sustained us,
and enabled us to reach this occasion.
Herta pulls the dog away from Ester. It growls like an animal denied a meal. Blood
stains its muzzle like the painted smile of some grotesque clown. Ilana takes a tentative
step towards Ester and the Aufseherin stops her, saying, “Leave her. She can stay there until morning, a reminder of what happens to you vermin who violate the rules of the lager.”
She leaves the hut with her dog walking at her heel.
They all have witnessed horrible deaths. The transports to Kaufering where the
women were squeezed so tightly into boxcars they had no choice but to stand for the entirety of the journey. It was a miracle when a trip ended with no more than a pair of
corpses in each car. Then there were those who came more recently, after the railroad
tracks had been bombed, sometimes when trains containing prisoners were on those
tracks. They were marched through the winter snows from the General Government or
the Protectorate. Anyone too slow or too sick to march was dispatched with a gunshot
to the back of the head and her corpse left on the side of the road. There wasn’t a woman
in the hut who hadn’t seen the lifeless eyes of a friend or comrade staring back at them.
There wasn’t a woman who didn’t wonder whether she would have been better off in their
friend’s place.
But with all the death they have witnessed, far worse are the loved ones whose fate
remains unknown. The relatives who might be alive, who might be dead, who might be
among the Musselmänner in a lager somewhere near or far, walking that thin line between
life and death, unconcerned for their own safety.
Ilana and Jakub were able to go to the train station for a tearful parting from their
mother as she boarded the train from Lodz. Ilana had wanted to join her mother on that
train, but her mother had said, “No, you must live.” Did her mother have some premonition of what her fate was to be? A month later, Ilana and her brother were also removed
from the ghetto, able to stay together initially on the westbound train, but at the first transit camp, they were separated and she never saw nor heard from him again. Some of the
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other workers in the textile mill where she was sent to work received letters or packages
from family members, but nothing ever came to Ilana and the letters that she sent out with
desperate hope received no replies.
They wait until they’re sure that the Aufseherin is truly gone then rush to kneel at
Ester’s side. Ingrid reaches over and closes Ester’s eyelids. Luba bites her lip and tries to
maintain a cold detachment. Even with her eyes closed, Ester still seems to have an expression of agony on her face, but none of them know how to fix that or what to do with
the bloody remains of her neck torn open. Ilana realizes she’s still holding the page from
the Haggadah that Ester gave her during the Seder. She kneels down and leaves it next to
Ester’s hand. It was Ester who had tried to maintain tradition and identity. It seems only
appropriate that the Haggadah page should stay with her.
The women lying on the shelves sit up a little more, curious about what has happened, what will happen. None of them moves to come to Ester’s side. There is no question that she is dead. How could those women expect not to be caught in such a flagrant
violation of the rules of the lager? And for what? At least they showed some courage.
They showed only foolishness. It could have been all of us who suffered. But it wasn’t. We
should have mercy on the dead.
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Ace Boggess
The New Coffee Maker
Sings as it overruns the carafe.
Takes spilling to find the right purr.
We want coffee, not a new fire,
not an old fervor. It’s another magic,
a number in milliliters, arcing down
between twenty-two & twenty-four.
Have to figure out the math
to earn the pour.
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Michelle Stiegart Fobart
Saint Regis
After my sister’s entrance,
we could no longer legally
ride in my parents’ new Dodge
Spirit. Our spoiled Sundays
graced with hopeful salvation
and air conditioning
now just happy memories.
An old V8 with a slight
cough, the St. Regis
was our new carriage.
A fossil of my father’s youth
played up with slick tires
and a restocked suspension.
It truly was a prophet in its glory
days writing on wet
pavement and baptizing
its defeated opponents in smoke.
I grumbled; my white
lace socks bitten
by the rocker panel’s
rusted teeth. My car seat
swallowed by the sagged jaw
of the 1980 cushions.
Elbow to elbow, our family
of six set out on the pilgrimage.
Faded Mopar stickers stole
my vision of the cornstalks.
A stain glass of sorts, the peeling
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tint shadowed the sky’s true hue
in gray scale. Yet, July’s
staged air remained true—
making God’s vented
house even more enticing.
As I yelled to the front,
competing with the chant
of the pistons praying,
my soft voice took
on a robotic hum.
The dual pipe exhaust
casted everyone
with a rather tethering
tune—comparable
to ninety year old Clarisse
in the choir croaking “Ava Maria.”
The spiritual cry weaved
through the regular pattern
of staggered mustard yellow
dashes and sun beat tar.
My father’s hands cemented
to the leather wheel; eager eyes
peered off unto eternity’s horizon.
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William Cullen Jr.
The Art of Changing and Staying the Same

The shimmering mirror
of the wandering stream
throws back up at the leaves
a vaguer image of themselves
as if preferring an abstract rendering
of what it seems to know
can never stay the same
but must move on
to become bare branches
and an open sky
before the water itself
ascends as vapor
into that blue emptiness
until wisps of cirrus appear
flowing back upstream.
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Devon Miller-Duggan
Moving Pieces

My opponent seems not to know the rules.
While I’m gone, driving alone, 60, and woman
across the long country I forget
which parts of me are false.
Prayer comes
and goes quick as scenery.
There’ll always be another of cortisol and moving
pieces of the self around.
Flowers’ names I know—holy. Those I don’t—the same.
Lavender sky, black trees, lane-markers blink—
the car marks off a new board,
all pieces pawns or windmills.
Against Texas skies, key and pedal my only necessary moves.
I’ve changed my life.
Eventually, mountains and thin air,
air so thin I sneak past my opponent,
who reaches for queens who won’t be there.
What pulls me from staleness:
Flowers musicking their names from every kind of soil,
large windows’ heavy curtains lifted by evening wind,
hummingbird moths ruffling sage.
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Why will it matter who I am when
I’ve left game and opponent too
concerned with breathing sparse air.
“Please come home your real self,”
asks the daughter –-not my opponent, who may have moved
away while I am gone.
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Z. Z. Boone
Back Ordered

ELIJAH IS TELLING me about these books he ordered from his school’s “Literary LoveIn.” He’s eight and he paid $25 dollars, all he had left from his First Communion money.
The order was placed back in October, and now it’s February.
I’ve been seeing his mom for just over a month. We live in the same apartment
complex, different buildings. She’s in “D” and I’m in “C” but we share a common set of
dumpsters out back. We met one Saturday afternoon—not unlike this one—when I helped
her hoist an old mattress over top.
“I’ve got a bedwetter,” she said.
Carli isn’t really my type. She’s a blond and I prefer anything else. But I’ve hit a dry
spell and the woman’s better company than frozen chicken parm and vodka in a plastic
glass. She’s at a doctor’s appointment right now, so I’ve been called in to watch junior.
I’ve heard his tale of woe before. I asked Carli about it and she said she texted the
school principal who instructed her to contact the publisher. “Lesson learned,” she said to
me. “Trust people and they’ll screw you every time.”
I’m making tuna salad, so I ask Elijah if he wants a sandwich.
“I want my books,” he says,
According to Carli, he’s being bullied at school. His birthday is in December, and
as the smallest kid in 3rd grade, he’s constantly hassled.
I ask him if he has a receipt. He nods his head, disappears into his bedroom, comes
back with a pink carbon-copy that looks like it’s from the last century. I take my lunch
to the kitchen table and Elijah sits across from me. Somebody has handwritten “PAID”
across the middle of the receipt, and “Back Ordered” in smaller print underneath. It’s
something called “The Puppy Squad Mega-Pak,” and when I ask about it, he tells me it
covers all the dogs in the Puppy Squad series. He begins to name them: Brownie and Pedro and Princess and Rags. I’m tempted to say Aren’t you a little old for this? but I keep it
closed. I notice the 1-800 number. I ask Elijah if he thinks we should give them a call, and
he sits up straight and takes his elbows off the table.
I finish my sandwich, a cup of coffee, and three cookies while still on hold. Meanwhile, Elijah stares across at me like a hypnotist. Finally, I’m transferred to customer
service where somebody named Aisha searches out the order number and tells me those
books were shipped right after Thanksgiving.
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I explain that they never arrived and Aisha—God bless her soul—tells me she’ll
send out a replacement. I ask how long that will take and she tells me it can be as soon as
a couple of business days if I expedite shipping. I give her my Visa number and thank her
more enthusiastically than I probably should.
I expect a high-five, some recognition of a job well done, but Elijah simply takes
his receipt and heads back toward his room.
As one door closes, another swings open. It’s Carli bundled against the winter. She
appears stunned, the same look she had a week ago when she lost her cashier job at the
municipal parking garage downtown. I ask her how everything went and before she’s even
unzipped, she informs me she’s pregnant.
Like I mentioned, there’s nothing close to what passes as love between Carli and
me. I’m not even sure she likes me that much. All we do is sit around and lie to each other:
how happy we were in high school, our unappreciated job skills, where we picture ourselves going in the next few years.
But Carli’s no dope and neither am I. She knows better than to try and convince
me that this baby is mine, that a woman can be two months pregnant from a guy she’s
known less than six weeks.
“I don’t blame you if you wanna be up and on your way,” she says.
I tell her I’m in no rush.
“In that case,” she says, “how ‘bout helping out?”
“Yeah. Sure.”
Carli’s planning to terminate. I have no particular problem with that.
“You don’t have to. I could call Barbara.”
Barbara’s her sister in Michigan. Runs a beauty salon and looks like a whore from
the pictures I’ve seen.
“I’ve got nothing,” I say.
“It shouldn’t be more than a day or two.”
					****
On Monday morning I call in and ask for two days off. I work at a place called
Voltage Ready, driving to people’s homes and offices and replacing their dead vehicle bat52

teries. It’s not an occupation that demands a PhD.
At nine-fifteen I drive Elijah into school and he asks what’s wrong with his mom.
“Probably the flu,” I tell him. “But I’ll be around.”
“You think they’ll come today?”
He’s talking about his books. I remind him that it takes two business days, that he
needs to give it time.
“My father used to read me those books,” he says. “But when he left I guess maybe
he took them with him.”
“People are strange,” I say, and Elijah goes, “Speak for yourself.”
I park in “Visitors” and we walk toward the front, despite him telling me I don’t
need to. A girl dressed in black jeans and a charcoal t-shirt that says BITCHIN’ across the
front joins us. She’s tiny and her teeth are bad and her hair is dyed purple. Another victim-in-waiting.
“Is this your dad?” she asks.
“It’s not really anybody,” Elijah says.
				
At eleven I take Carli to the health provider’s office. They have this set-up with a
waiting room up front and God-knows-what beyond that. There’s a Hispanic couple, and
an African American couple, and us. It’s like a scene from a sitcom minus the LGBTs. A
nurse comes out—looks like this one could bite a bone in half—and takes the women into
the back. She shoots us guys a look and that makes us hide behind our phones like ostriches.
It takes less than an hour and Carli’s the first one out. Even in sweat pants and a
baggie sweater, she looks rumpled. I’m given some paperwork and some glossy handouts,
told by the nurse that if I can’t handle things, to call somebody who can.
In the car, we don’t talk. The radio plays, two guys going on about how nobody
realizes the important job police officers perform. “I love these people that curse out the
cops,” one of them says. “But let somebody step foot on their property and who’s the first
one they call?”
Carli throws up on her lap. It’s not much of a mess so I dig out a fistful of Dunkin’
Donuts napkins and hand them to her. I tell her don’t worry about it, I’ve done far worse
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in that very seat myself. She starts to cry without making a sound, and then turns away
and looks out at the abandoned storefronts shooting past.
Once we’re home, I help her in the shower, then put her in bed. I bring her People
magazine and leave a glass of water. This represents the full extent of my medial training.
“I need some ‘me time,’” she says.
I think about going back to my place, maybe having a drink, but I look at the clock
and realize I need to pick up Elijah in less than an hour.
			
Carli eats maybe a tablespoon of soup, then falls asleep around seven thanks to
some pain killers she keeps squirreled in her nightstand. I get a pizza delivered and while I
watch professional wrestling. Elijah tells me he has a problem.
He goes, “I need a costume by Wednesday.”
“Halloween’s over,” I tell him.
“Not Halloween, dufus. Presidents’ Day.”
“Isn’t that next Monday?”
“You are so thick,” he says. “There’s no school next Monday, so we have to do it this
Wednesday.”
I shrug. “Put some powder in your hair. Be George Washington.”
He shakes his head and tells me that won’t work. He goes, “Joey Marrone’s got
Washington.”
“Find a golf club and a bag of play money. Go as Trump.”
“Jonathan Dell is Trump,” he says, and by the way he pronounces the name I’m
willing to bet my next paycheck that Jonathan Dell is one of his bullies.
“Let me think on it,” I say, but my attention is on the TV, on this extremely large
dude with muscles and a pigtail, standing unsteadily on the top rope and preparing to
come down like some fallen angel.
				
I sleep in my own apartment, because playing the saint doesn’t include spending
the night on a corduroy couch between scratchy guest sheets. I’m hoping by the time I
wander over on Tuesday morning Carli might be stumbling around, but all I find is Elijah,
watching cartoons and waiting for his ride. When I peek in on his mother, she has the
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covers pulled over her head like Casper.
“You still alive?”
She twists to one side but doesn’t say word one.
In the car, Elijah suggests we drive past the school and straight to Philadelphia.
That’s where Equus Educational Editions, the place that publishes the books, is located.
“They’ll probably be there when you get home.” I tell him.
This isn’t the response he wants. He probably pictures rolling into Philly with his
dad, blood being spilled, books apologetically being offered by quivering hands.
Today he gets out at the drop-off area in front of school. I watch as he almost gets
to the door when two miniature goons approach from either side, grab under his arm pits,
and carry him inside like some inmate. I consider running after them, evening the odds,
but what’s that going to do except land us all under some mammoth mountain of shit.
Carli has apparently gotten up as evidenced by the open can of SlimFast on the
night table. Since then, she’s returned to cocoon mode. I pull a chair up to her bad.
“You’ll probably feel better if you get up and move around,” I tell her.
She says nothing.
“You did the right thing, you know. The last thing you need right now is complications.”
Still nothing. I go, “Can I at least see your head?”
“I should have let Ray-Jay take him,” she says. “Shitty husband, decent dad.”
“He couldn’t have been that great,” I say. “He bounced.”
She’s remains buried. She says, “Maybe he was the smart one.”
I give it a minute, then tell her I think I’ll go to Wegmans and pick up some groceries. They have pork tenderloin on sale and all that’s in her fridge is leftover tuna and a
can of Reddi Wip.
“Knock yourself out,” she says.
At five that night, except for the fact that I’ve thrown in some laundry, nothing’s
changed. No books have shown up. I call on my cell phone and ask for Aisha. The guy on
the other end wants a last name. “How many Aishas you got working there?” I ask him.
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“I don’t know,” he says. “It’s not my day to count.”
I go, “In that case, you think you could transfer me to somebody who actually
gives a shit?”
I pace the living room. Finally I’m connected to this woman with a heavy accent—
Australian it sounds like—and she tells me the books have been sent out and I need to
check with the express company using my tracking information. I inform her I have no
tracking information.
“You’ll forgive my suspicion,” she says, “but according to what’s in front of me,
these books have been shipped out on two separate occasions.”
“Haven’t gotten ‘em.”
“And you’ve checked the front porch of your house? The mailboxes inside your
building?”
“Oh jeez,” I said. “What a moron. All this time I’ve been waiting for them to magically drop out of my ass.”
Nothing. Dead air. I hit “End Call,” and notice my hands are shaking. I ask myself
what the hell am I doing? One minute I’m helping a woman dump a piss-soaked mattress,
now I’m a servant to her and her goddamn kid.
“You went shopping,” Elijah says. He’s standing in the archway that leads to the
kitchen. “What’s a monkfish?”
“It’s like lobster. You’ll like it.”
“Sounds like half-monkey, half-fish.” he says, then turns back toward the kitchen.
“That President’s Day thing still on for tomorrow?”
He stops and faces me. “My mother wants me to shave my head and go as Eisenhower.”
I tell him I have a better idea. I ask him if he owns a dark suit.
“Somewhere,” he says.
I tell him to go find it.
					
Wednesday morning around seven. While Elijah eats Cap’n Crunch in the kitchen,
I fold clothes in the living room. Halfway through, I go into the bathroom, call work, and
request the rest of the week off. O’Keefe, the supervisor, wants to know what’s up.
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“My girlfriend had a baby this past weekend,” I tell him.
“Yeah…”
“Well last night the baby died.”
“Oh shit,” O’Keefe says. “What happened?”
“The three of us were sleeping with the baby in the middle and one of us must have
rolled over on it.”
“Man, that’s terrible.”
“Yeah, so I was wondering…”
“No problem,” O’Keefe says. “Take what time you need.”
“Thanks,” I tell him. “But can we keep this between us? Last thing I want is a pity
party.”
“Done,” O’Keefe says.
Carli is now at least sitting up, drinking coffee, eating toast. But her apartment
looks like hell and the kitchen is starting to reek, so after I drop Elijah off I start a major
cleanup. Every dish is washed, every surface wiped down, chairs and table moved, the
floor swept and sponge mopped. I’m getting ready to tackle the bathroom when the kitchen phone—perhaps America’s last remaining landline—rings.
It’s Elijah’s school. They want somebody to pick him up, but that’s all they’ll say. I
hang up, then report to Carli.
She goes, “Don’t tell me he got his butt kicked again.”
I have a feeling I know what the problem is, but I don’t tell Carli that.
Everything appears normal once I get to the school, the exception being third
graders walking the halls in costume. I see a miniature Teddy Roosevelt with a bushy mustache and a monocle, Betsy Ross with a partially completed American flag over her shoulder, Barack Obama—complete with large rubber ears—bouncing a basketball. There’s
a wooden bench outside the principal’s office and I notice the purple-haired girl sitting
there, swinging her legs, totally unconcerned. She’s wearing a dark blue dress with what
appears to be a yogurt stain smeared on the front. There’s an adhesive sticker just below
the dress’s neckline that says, HI! I’M… with the name Monica Lewinsky printed in red
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marker underneath.
Elijah sits in the principal’s office in a chair against the wall. Mr. Post, a young guy
who already looks trampled down by the world, is behind a mammoth wooden desk and
asks me to take a seat on the other side.
“Inappropriate,” he says.
I turn to look over at Elijah, his dark blue suit, the striped tie and white shirt, the
dried ketchup I carefully applied to his forehead earlier that morning.
“He’s JFK,” I say.
Post nods. “Inappropriate,” he repeats.
Elijah takes my hand when we finally leave the office and kids still in the hallway
stop and gape at him as if he might actually have been shot.
“Hey, Elijah!” the purple-haired girl calls as we move toward the exit. We both turn
and I see her smiling, her little brown teeth fully on display, both her thumbs raised.
We’re almost to the car when Elijah breaks his silence. “Well that was pretty awesome,” he says.
I’d been instructed to take him home, to clean him up, to dress him regularly, to
return him to school. Be we decide instead to go Taco Mundo, pick up lunch, go to my
place and watch TV.
We’re in the take-out lane when I get a text on my phone.
Elijah’s books are here, it says.
I’m amazed. I thought for sure I’d wrecked any possibility, that I’d wind up at
Barnes & Noble hemorrhaging my own cash.
Carli is out of bed when we get there. She walking around the living room, wearing
a pink terrycloth robe that’s seen better days, and from the looks of things, so has she. Her
eyes are bloodshot, her blond hair looks pasty and unwashed. It’s the first time today she’s
seen Elijah who, to this point, has refused to wash the caked-on ketchup from his brow.
“Who are you supposed to be?” she asks him. “Dracula?”
He doesn’t bother answering; he’s too intent on finding these books which Carli
tells him are in on the kitchen table.
“Welcome back to the land of the living,” I say as soon as the kid is out of the
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room. “You feel like a taco?”
“I talked to Barbara today,” she tells me. “She wants me to go stay with her for a
while.”
“How long?”
“I don’t know. A while.”
She tells me her sister needs a salon technician—aka “shampoo girl”—and she
figures she can fit the bill.
“What about him?” I say. “What about school?”
“They have schools in Michigan.”
Elijah comes in and he’s smiling for maybe the only time I can remember. He has
two sets of books, one under each arm.
“You’re not gonna believe this,” he says. “Doubles.” He offers me the duplicate set,
says we can keep one here and the other at my place. I tell him to hold on to them.
I go, “Hey. You never know when you might need a spare.”
By Friday morning, they’re gone. I even go into work and explain to O’Keefe that
this might be the only way to get over my grief. He says he fully respects my decision.
That night I turn on my laptop and go to this online dating service. Romance
Headhunters, it’s called. I take my time and fill out the form as completely and honestly as
I can. I pause at the list of restrictions: no smoking/no alcohol/no tattoos, and stop when I
get to “other.”
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Bobbi Sinha-Morey
The Cottage
I parked the car beneath a giant
ash whose looming arms caught
the edge of a cottage in its shadow,
then wandered through the sun
warmed tangle: shady jasmine,
delphiniums, and campanulas,
spilling over the brick path.
A pair of white geese waddled
fatly by, without as much pausing
to acknowledge my intrusion.
Before me the stone and tile-hung
cottage was attended by a flowering
garden, the embrace of warm,
tranquil air all around me, and
my flyaway thoughts I’d tried so
hard to tame begun silently stilling
their wings. Soon I was drawn to
the dusty blackberries, plump
and ripe on thorny stems till
a little woman invited me in.
Leaded windows had been
opened to take in the light,
diamond panels winking blindly
in the afternoon sun. A smile
trembled on the woman’s lips,
and she ushered me past her
tissue-laden couch into the
breakfast room. This was where
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my sole aunt had lived and now
that she was gone, her home was
being handed down to me. My
heart revelled; an idyllic haven
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The Fox
Above my house when
the few small clouds were
edged with burnished gold
I slipped out the door with
a plate of food and left it
outside in front of the house
where I knew the fox would
come usually around this
time from the woods across
the road, and I’d go back inside
to watch him from my window.
A few minutes passed when he
wasn’t there yet, but a bluebird
arrived there before him,
stealing bits of food from its
plate: crusts of bread, table
scraps, eggs, cat food, and
bits of cheese; everything
the fox loved, and I was glad
most of it was left when the
bird did leave. The late sun
lit a path and I saw the fox
appear on the road, its fur
a blue grey; red markings
on its face and forelegs.
A fox with only three paws
because it had been stuck
in a trap and had to chew
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its way to be free. It neared
the plate and shyly ate; and
before long the plate had been
cleaned. He left, going back
from where it came, the last
of the sun barely gone while
deep shadows clung to my
front yard like moss.
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Ben Blythe
Thank You for Your Work
GOLEM WOKE UP after about five hundred years. There was a small boy standing in
front of him with eyes wide as windows. He waited for a while, but the boy refused to
leave, to budge, even to blink.
<What are you staring at?> Golem asked in the Rabbi’s old tongue: Hebrew with a
Prague accent, circa 5340 of the Jewish calendar, give or take.
“I don’t speak that language,” the boy answered in perfect English, circa 5779.
<That’s your problem,> Golem said, <Leave me be. Can’t you see I’m trying to
sleep?>
“We need you,” the boy said. “I know you can understand me. I put English on the
card.”
Golem rumbled. It was not a merely human rumble—the sound of meat playing
at earthquakes—but the true rumble of ancient stones grinding together. The floor shook
with it, and Golem turned away in disdain. <You are not of his blood or his tribe. Go away
and let me enjoy my rest.>
“Golem,” the boy said, “There are pogroms. People are dying. I bid you perform
tikkun olam.”
Golem stopped and considered it for a moment.
“How many seasons have you known to understand words like pogrom?” he asked
in perfect English.
The boy stared up into his eyes and said, “My mother yelled it when they arrested
us. My captors gave me a library. My luck brought me to you. Will you do your duty?”
“There is no repairing the world anymore, and even if there were, I could not be
the one to do it,” said Golem. “All that is must wait for the Messiah—him who can fix it.
Don’t worry. It should only be another two-hundred-and-twenty years or so.”
“But will you do your duty until then?” the boy pressed, finally showing his teeth.
“Will you stop the pogroms and help us?”
Golem rumbled indignantly, but Golem also stood, and the room was too small,
and so were both of the ones above it. He tore the roof off of the house and threw it into
the front yard. All the while, the boy glared up at him, still refusing to leave, to budge,
even to blink. People ran screaming at the sight of him. They were pale, soft, and lumpy,
and they yelled to their Jesus like the Christians of Prague. Had Golem blood coursing
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through his silicate veins, it would have warmed to watch them flee.
“Pogroms, you say.”
“They’re splitting up families,” the boy told him, “Like mine.”
Golem examined his lumpy, four-fingered hands. They were good only for breaking things, and the world was already so broken to begin with. He looked askance at it,
with its broken families full of broken people; a broken age made by broken men who
could never be put together rightly. Not by him.
He spoke honestly: “I am a terrible guardian.”
<Then be terrible,> his new master bade him in perfect Spanish, circa 2019,
Gregorian.
Five hundred years had done little to make men wiser. They had grown weaker,
more colorful in the flesh but less colorful in the cloth, softer in face and belly, and duller
in tooth and memory. They had grown also in their professions of empathy and in exploiting the rule of their laws. They were less creative in their tortures and more creative in
how they applied them. The men of today swapped racks and pears for wet towels and the
sounds of barking dogs, the acts themselves now hidden away from judging eyes and idle
hands.
The one constant Golem found was in the pogrom: the breaking of the family, the
beatings and the isolation, the breath of fear, and the blind eye of men who should know
better.
Golem was a terrible guardian.
He began his work on Yom Rishon, the first day of the week, walking through a
fence of chain links and barbed wire. Bullets sank into his clay and disappeared, and the
courage of evil men disappeared with them. They ran, by foot and wheel. Golem threw
poles and blocky things after some of them; he had to make a statement, after all. He
parted prison walls like salty red water, popped unmarked doors from the hinges. People
within responded as they always did: they screamed at first, and then they were silent, and
then they laughed and wondered. Golem let them go.
On Yom Sheni, the men of this new land, these United States, formally tried to
stop him. They did not use pikes or arrows or shield walls, as had the men of Prague.
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They used chemistry and small fortresses that moved on heavy tracks and sleek birds that
soared on metal wings. They struck at him from ranges beyond sight, turned the world
around him to fire and molten glass. They didn’t care about the damage they wrought in
the process. They spoke a language of fear that Golem understood intuitively.
“We need you to stop!” they cried with every single hole they punched in his huge
body, “We do not want to pay for our crimes! Let us hurt those beneath us! Let us hurt
them and be done with it!”
On Yom Shlishi, Golem put himself back together and told his master, “This may
take longer than I thought.”
On Yom Revi’li, Golem creaked back to work as a being of concrete and steel. He
let himself into the men’s armory and destroyed it, hurling their fortresses into their birds
and igniting their chemistry. The fireball turned his body to cinders and knocked over
most of the surrounding township.
On Yom Chamishi, Golem put himself back together again and asked of his master, “How are they taking yesterday’s news?”
The boy, who had spent most of the week moving between abandoned houses,
smiled with eyes wide as windows: “They are afraid of us now.”
“They were always afraid of you,” Golem said.
“They’re talking about using bigger bombs,” the boy said. If Golem had a heart, it
would not have moved much. The men of Prague only ever stopped to talk when it could
make things worse. The men of this age were little different.
At the end of Yom Shishi, Golem greeted Shabbat in a prison camp. He tore the
walls down and knocked open the doors to let her in. A handful of the prisoners joined
him in welcome, and prayed with him in Spanish. They were not the Rabbi’s people, but
Golem broke bread with them anyway, and it was good. He cleared a path and let them go
into the night.
On Shabbat the boy asked, “What are you doing?”
And Golem answered, “Resting.”
“You’re sitting in a sandbox reading American comic books!”
Golem delicately thumbed from one page to the next. “I am a terrible guardian,” he
said.
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Golem was terrible at many things, but he was good at understanding. The Rabbi’s
people were of the book, and he hurled himself into reading as both leisure and learning. Each Shabbat, he rested his body by laboring with his mind. What began with comic
books continued into novels, into movies, into cartoons, into the internet, into the shared
psyche of this boiling Hell of an age.
In this way, Golem found that while men had not changed much, their heroes had.
They had become docile survivors. They were unpardonably meek. No longer did heroes
even attempt tikkun olam; they merely lived with the world broken all around them,
powerless to make it better, muddling through one misadventure just to get to the next.
Even the ones made by the Rabbi’s people had become infected with inaction. They were
all-mighty bystanders committed to nipping at evil’s bootheels without truly confronting
it. Their great powers and responsibilities were little different from day jobs.
“You are all locked inside cages of the soul,” Golem lamented to his master, “How
can a pile of rocks fix that?”
“That’s not your problem,” said the boy, “End the pogroms first, that is your job.
We can deal with the rest.”
Eyes wide as windows, without budging or blinking, the boy looked much as the
Rabbi did the day he plucked the card from Golem’s head and put him to sleep.
The weeks ran together and men’s talk made things grow worse. First, they talked about Golem, then they talked about their victims, then they talked about how they
needed to be harsher, then they talked about needing to talk, then that talk led to clenched
fists and pulled triggers. To the best of them, they tried to justify the worsening of the
pogroms. To the rest of them, they did not need justification at all.
“Let us hurt those beneath us! Let us hurt them and be done with it!”
Golem let himself into a studio one night, righted the cameras as the crews ran
screaming. Only the host remained, screwing up his courage like a mindless pharaoh.
“We need you to stop!” he cried, “We should not have to pay for our crimes!”
<I don’t care about payments,> Golem rumbled in the Rabbi’s Hebrew, <I care that
you stop hurting people.>
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He threw the host through the camera, the wall behind the camera, and the wall
behind that.
Golem nipped at evil’s bootheels for months and the camps grew uglier, darker,
bloodier. Men used him as an excuse to hurt one another. He became their justification,
when they needed one. He was their enemy, and he loomed largest in the dreams that
made them fear sleep. They fought him with armies and chemistries too vile for their own
reckoning. They burned the life from his minerals over and over again.
Golem kept coming back for more.
By the end of the first year, his likeness had changed to that of a blocky man
wearing a black tie, craters up and down his chest looking like the imprints of buttons. He
worked in shifts, laboring with his body by day and his mind by night, wrestling with the
world as the Rabbi and all the Prophets before him. He threw men over the horizon and
he let go people who were hurting and he helped those who needed it and it was never,
ever enough.
One day, a man asked him, “Why? Why do you keep doing this?”
“Because it is my job,” Golem answered.
Later, at the heart of a shanty village his master’s people had built for themselves,
he asked in kind, “Why? Why must I keep doing this?”
“Because it is your job,” the boy told him, eyes wide as windows, unwilling to
budge, even to blink.
Later that night, Golem ripped off his tie and quit.
“I am a terrible guardian,” he informed the wretched little man sitting alone in his
oval office, “And you will stop this madness or you will all die.”
The man babbled back at him, in so many words, “I need you to stop! I should not
have to pay for my crimes! Let me hurt those beneath me! Let me hurt them and be done
with it!”
“No,” said Golem. He plucked the man out of his chair and threw him through the
window, the trees behind the window, and the fence behind the trees.
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Golem threw other men through other windows, through other trees, through
other fences. He threw men until their family lines snapped taut, until people stopped
mourning them, until their final flights were as unextraordinary as a thunderstorm on a
Saturday. He threw so many men that he sent whole institutions careening into the sky,
their bodies breaking on rocks, on sidewalks, on streets. He threw men until there were
no more men left to throw—until a whole generation of empty-headed pharaohs had been
done away with.
And then he sat down and waited.
Years later, a man approached him and said in perfect Hebrew, <You are a terrible
guardian.>
Golem looked into the man’s eyes, no longer wide as windows, and asked, <Did
the pogroms stop?>
<They did.>
<Then I have done my duty,> Golem said.
<There is still evil in the world,> his master told him, <We would have you—>
<No,> Golem said, <The evil that persists is not one that can be thrown away or
punched into dust. It’s your problem. Learn how to fix it and leave me be. Can’t you see
that I’m trying to rest?>
The man considered it for a long while and said, <Thank you for your work.>
He plucked the card from Golem’s forehead and left him there.
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